SUPPORTING SECONDARY Struggling Readers

PROFESSIONAL LEARNING SERIES

This two-part learning series is designed to provide secondary educators with the knowledge, skills, and tools necessary to respond to student reading needs by matching to appropriate instructional strategies at the secondary level.

Audience: 6-12 classroom teachers, ELA Teachers, interventionists, special education teachers, literacy coaches, at-risk leaders, and administrators interested in "digging deeper" into the instructional needs of secondary struggling readers.

Series Focus Includes...

- What we teach
- How we teach
- Data needed to guide the process
- Curriculum
- Instruction
- Assessment

COST: $50/Participant

FOR QUESTIONS OR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
LAURA.HAYNIE@K12.ND.US

LOCATIONS INCLUDE:
BISMARCK, DEVILS LAKE, DICKINSON, MINOT, RUGBY, WILLISTON

CLICK TO REGISTER!

Session 1
November 7, 2023
8:30 am-3:30 pm

Session 2
January 23, 2024
8:30 am-3:30 pm

Aligned to the Science of Reading, Supporting Secondary Struggling Readers is a companion to the NDMTSS: Foundations of Reading Instruction and Intervention learning series and is led by consultant Shannon Harken.